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Cut and stack labels | In Mould labels | Wet Glue labels | Phone Cards Booklets | Playing Cards | Casino Cards

Total Label Solutions

Punching tools
With over 20 years experience in the label printing and
converting industry, Kamadur industrial knives knows what
it's all about!
We understand the challenges and deadlines that you have
to deal with every day. You can rely on us as your partner
for all high quality die cutting and service requirements
against competitive prices.
KAMADUR Total Label Solutions supplies precision
punching tools for Blumer, Busch, Polar, PMC, Lombardi
and various other brands of label converting machinery.

Depending on production runs and specifications of your material, Kamadur dies can be
supplied with various crown qualities:
Standard - Steel
Output volume approx. 5 million labels
between sharpening.
LongLife - HSS
Output volume approx. 15 million between
sharpening. A very durable and wear resistant
cutting tool: especially well suited for in-Mould
labels.
Genesis - Tungsten Carbide
Output volume approx. 100 million labels
between sharpening. Suitable for very large
production runs.

Counter pressure dies are supplied with a counter
pressure matrix pad

Artwork & Die Line Requirements
Adobe Illustrator (Ai and PDF) and AutoCad
(Dwg and DXF) formats can be used to produce
your die cutting tools. Die functionality and outer
geometry can be changed, manipulated and
improved through our 3D simulations.

Grinding & Sharpening Service
KAMADUR Total Label Solutions offers a high quality grinding service for all label cutting dies
at our European Service Centre.
With our advanced grindingmachines, we ensure your dies have the correct angle and
sharpness. The waste slitter knives are sharpened and adjusted to the die.

Packing made from recycled
polypropylene.

One Stop Purchasing
Besides dies, Kamadur industrial knives supplies the complete range of guillotineknives,
sheeters and circular knives. For long run cutting, we offer the Infinity® knife. The best
TC grade available at the moment. Longer lifetime (more cuts between grindings) and a
better quality cut. Our accessoiries-programm includes jiggerblocks, magnetic foampads and
cuttingsticks.

For a quotation with commitment, please send your artwork to sales@kamadur.com.
If you require any further information or advise contact us on +31 88 526 23 00.
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